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Over 60 Years of Service
Community Living Victoria supports people with
developmental disabilities together with their
families, support networks and the community by
promoting full citizenship.
On December 16, 1955, a group of dedicated
parents founded what is now called Community
Living Victoria. Today, as the largest, not-forprofit, community living service provider on
Vancouver Island, Community Living Victoria
provides a range of support services to children, youth and adults with
developmental disabilities, and to their families.
QUALITY OF LIFE MATTERS

All of Community Living Victoria’s services focus on supporting people to
have access to a full range of life choices. We are committed to the principles
of community living. These include:

› Respect for the uniqueness, dignity and worth of each individual
of each person’s need for self-determination, personal
› Recognition
happiness and satisfaction, and for
› A meaningful life where their gifts and contributions are valued.

“CLV plays a key
role in supporting
families and
assisting in systems
advocacy. They are
always responsive,
respectful and
collaborative.“

1

MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Making a Difference
the past 60 years, have paved the way
for a better life for everyone. There was
so much to celebrate.
December 3, 2015 was also the United
Nations International Day of Persons
with Disabilities. The theme, “inclusion
matters,” sought to raise awareness
and mobilize support for the 1 billion
people living with disabilities who
remain one of the most marginalized
groups in the world.
This past year, the Province of British

receive Persons with Disability

6

Our ninth signature concert raised

(PWD) payments are able to save

1

almost $100,000, as well as awareness

up to $100,000 without losing their

|

for Community Living Victoria (CLV).

eligibility for assistance, and they can

5

We are grateful to our Foundation for

receive regular cash gifts or gift cards

its efforts.

without penalty. As well, if a gift is

On December 3, 2015, more than 260

within the $100,000 limit, setting up

people gathered to celebrate CLV’s 60th
anniversary. The evening featured a

trust is necessary, the amount that can

dancing to the soul and funk tunes

for is not limited.

P

be withdrawn or what it can be used

of the Groove Kitchen. Attendees

Young adults on disability who are

E

delicious dinner, and everyone loved

a costly trust is no longer required. If a

were treated to displays and pictures

supported by families will benefit

R

O

T

of December 1, 2015, people who

audience at the McPherson Playhouse.

R

the disability benefits model. As

Kreviazuk entertained a sold-out

1

Columbia effected a major shift in
On November 6, 2015, Chantal

showcasing our six decades. The photo

most from this change in regulation.

L

we support, families, board members,

A

employees and friends enjoyed a

U

wonderful evening honouring our 60-

N

year history.

N

Our anniversary was an opportunity

A

booth was very popular, and the people

to celebrate how far we have come as a
civil rights movement for social change
and inclusion. We are grateful for and
humbled by the work of our pioneering
families and of all the families,
individuals and supporters who, over

2

However, older persons on disability are

Persons Standard. This advocacy

rarely supported by anyone who can

effort was successful. In June 2016,

put aside that kind of money for them.

Parliament enacted the Medical

What could really make a difference

Assistance in Dying law. The new

to their lives would be an increase in

law commits to protecting vulnerable

the disability payment itself. To expect

people from coercion and incorporates

anyone, especially someone living in

substantial safeguards consistent with

the Lower Mainland or Victoria, to live

that commitment. Many people have

on a monthly income of just over $900

contributed to the law reform process.

is unrealistic. It puts disadvantaged

Thousands of Canadians represented

and vulnerable people under incredible

by disability and other organizations

stress. Inclusion BC, along with other

across the country have expressed their

provincial disability organizations,

support of the Vulnerable Persons

mounted the Raise the Rates, Leave

Standard. Read more about this at

Our Bus Pass Alone campaign to focus

www.vps-npv.ca.

attention on the cancellation of the

“Every day I
am inspired by
the beautiful,
generous spirits of
management, staff,
and individuals
supported.”

We have spent focused time

annual bus pass, but attention has now

restructuring our Satellite and

shifted to the low PWD rates and the

Community Access programs to better

need to increase them.

suit the needs of individuals. We have
established more retirement-related
activities for our older participants and
created new opportunities and activities
for some of the younger people.
We dedicate staff time to support
individuals on their employment-related
goals. We continue to work on finding
appropriate space for these programs.
Ensuring people have the services
and supports they need to live a good
life in the community is always our
priority. A highlight this year was the

Momentum is growing across Canada

implementation of a Teen Community

to look at guaranteed annualized

Connections pilot program in

income (GAI) rather than a welfare-

WestShore. This program proved to be

based benefits program. Inclusion BC

highly successful, and we are seeking

and the other disability organizations

funding sources to be able to offer

have proposed that the government

it next year as well. Having a strong

specifically address PWD rates

presence in WestShore was furthered

significantly, and urgently, while also

by the purchase of a property in the

engaging in a longer-term discussion

Reflections building in Langford.

about GAI.

This site will be used to relocate our

This year, on behalf of the community

Nicola Place program which provides

inclusion movement, the Canadian

1:1 day supports to six individuals who

Association for Community Living

have high support needs.

(CACL) led a campaign to ensure that
federal policies for permitting assisted
death incorporate the Vulnerable
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We are working with BC Housing

lives. The full report is available on

and Community Living BC (CLBC) to

the Resources page of our website at

replace the McRae home with a purpose-

www.communitylivingvictoria.ca

built residence to meet the accessibility
needs of the individuals we support.
Our goal is a March 2017 move-in
date. We are also completing a project
with Catalyst, a non-profit housing
developer, which involves reviewing all
CLV properties with an eye to expansion
of our affordable housing options.

We held our general meeting on May
18, 2016, and were pleased to welcome
Leanne Dospital, the new Advocate for
Service Quality as our guest speaker.
Leanne introduced herself and talked
about her role helping individuals and
transitioning youth and their families
resolve issues or concerns related to

Our 25th annual Reach for the Sun

services delivered by government

and Reach for the Stars fundraising

ministries, CLBC and service agencies

campaigns and our 50/50 payroll

in the community.

lottery fund have enabled us to
distribute over $10,000 in activities and

annual presentation of our Community

businesses that are making a difference.

report provides a great deal of

The stories that accompany the awards

information about individuals and

are always very moving. This year, we

our services. It has specific goals

were pleased to honour John Stevenson

for each service area that improve

with the Legacy Award for his 28 years

our efficiency and effectiveness,

of service to CLV and our Foundation.

and contains many examples of the

We are working on the transition to

1

5

|

recognize individuals, educators and

Our 2015 Measurable Outcomes

6

Recognition Awards. These awards

youth and adults we support.

1

much needed items to the children,

A highlight of the evening was the

difference CLV is making in people’s

BC’s new Societies Act. The Act comes
societies have two years to make the
transition. A committee of the board

O

with our lawyer to ensure CLV is in

P

compliance.

E

is reviewing the changes and working

Our fourth CARF survey will be in the

R

R

T

into force in November 2016, and

spring of 2017. There are over 1,200

L

agency. Our senior staff and leadership

A

team have been diligently working

U

to ensure that continuous quality

N

improvement is a priority for CLV.

N

We will continue to count on the

A

standards we must meet as an accredited

dedication and commitment of our
leadership team, our two Boards of
Directors and our staff who work hard
to ensure people have a good life in
our community. Our thanks goes
to retiring board member Carlene
Thompson who, for the last nine years,

4

as president, has oriented new board
members, and continues to actively
mentor directors moving into the
president and vice-president roles. Her
contributions have been significant,
and she will be very much missed.
Thank you for your continued support
and commitment to making a difference
in the lives of the people we support.

has made significant contributions to
CLV. During her time on the board,
she has been an excellent spokesperson
for our organization and for the
community inclusion movement. We
have benefited from her professional
knowledge and her personal experience
as a family member. She has served

Irene Ives,

Ellen Tarshis,

president

executive
director

Financial Information 2015/2016
REVENUE

 Community Living BC – 85%
 BC Employment Assistance

85%

& BC Housing – 7%

 Ministry of Children and Family
Development – 3%

1% 2%

7%

 Island Health – 2%
 Donations, Grants and Bequests – 2%
 Other – 1%

3%
2%

EXPENDITURES

13%
4%
4%
23%
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Our Services
At the cabin, they enjoy delicious
meals, time on the lake in Bob’s boat,
swimming, jet skiing, picnics and drives
around the town in Bob’s convertible.
Donnie LOVES to go fast on the jet ski.
Wilma loves hanging out on the boat
taking pictures. Deanna often visits a
neighbour and works on crafts in their
waterfront cabin. Cheryl enjoys walking
to the general store for souvenirs and a
drink.
A highlight is a visit to the local pub

the Jets”, there is always the inevitable
question, “Hey, Mike when we are going
back to 100 Mile? How many more
months?”

6

canyon singing along to “Bennie and

neighbourhoods throughout Greater
1

road trip home. Driving down the

Our homes are well established in

supportive environments that help

|

zoom by, and soon it is time for the

individuals in 14 community homes.

people to live as independently as

5

We continue to provide support for 58

possible. Many of our staff go above

1

of Bob and Jen’s friends. The four days

Victoria. We provide caring and

and beyond to ensure that the people

T

For the past 13 years, Mike and

R

Christine have made sure a group of

O

friends who live in our homes have a

P

fantastic summer vacation at the Jensen

E

family cabin in 100 Mile House.

R

we support have a great quality of life.

It’s a good old-fashioned road trip to

L
A

throughout the year. When are we going

U

to 100 Mile? How many more months?
When the big day finally arrives, the

A

N

family vacation, the excitement builds

N

BC’s beautiful Cariboo region. Like any

van is loaded with luggage, games,
coolers, crafts, a dog or two and, of
course, seven excited vacationers.
Although space is tight, everyone
loves being squished in with the dogs,
belting out their favorite songs all the
way up the Fraser Canyon.

6

where they are joined by one or two

HOMES

HOME SHARE

medical emergency, an eviction notice

57 individuals receive support through

or an urgent trip to the food bank—

our Home Share Services. Home

but we do know we will learn a lot

Share enables an individual to live as

about courage and resiliency.

independently as possible with a home

Dustin found it difficult living in

share provider contracted with CLV.

Victoria as a young man with autism.

When PJ was around 20, she moved

His disability benefit amount wasn’t

into a home share arrangement with

enough to cover the high cost of

Laurie. She wanted more independence

living, and he was barely getting

and longed for a job and personal

by. This forced him to make poor

connections. By establishing a trusting

roommate choices, which resulted in

relationship with her home share

unsafe living conditions.

provider, along with encouragement

Dustin’s family lives far away. “I

“What I like best

and support, PJ was able to realize some

would often get taken advantage

of her personal goals.

of in many ways and would find

Within the first three months, she

myself in constant crisis,” Dustin says.

about my job is
having some small
part in people out

“Understanding important information

learned to take the bus independently.
She completed a four-month service

can be such a challenge for me.”

industry program through Camosun,

Dustin’s mom shares, “I was heartsick

which led her to her first job at the

and worried for my son. He was evicted

in the community
gaining a bit more

with no money or friends and, in

Salvation Army.

understanding

desperation, I called CLV and requested

PJ is now 23. She has a solid living

about the people we

help.” The SIL team met Dustin and

arrangement that has become the

helped him secure a subsidy, set up

foundation for many of her successes.

support.“

a budget and steered him out of the

She has attended more than 20 Beatles

crisis. “I felt like I had received help for

impersonator concerts (a major passion

the first time in 38 years of raising my

of hers), has taken on leadership roles in

son alone.”

her community inclusion program, and
has formed a “big sister” relationship

Of the program, Dustin says, “This

with her roommate.

newfound support was amazing. I am
not alone anymore or crushed under

PJ has her own personal bank

anxiety. I am supported and know

account and manages all of her own

that I am a phone call away when I

finances independently. And she has

need some help. My life has changed

reconnected with her family.

SUPPORTED INDEPENDENT LIVING
About 30 individuals are served
by Supported Independent Living
(SIL). We manage subsidies through
BC Housing so people can have
affordable housing options, and we
focus on reducing poverty by teaching
sustainable skills. Expanding personal
networks and increasing independence
is paramount to us. We may never
know what each day will look like—a
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7

with SIL and I want to continue to

and be understood—hasn’t always

make strides. I am a professional

been easy for the 33 year old.

musician. My favourite song to play
is Free Falling. The lyrics speak of
being lost in a big city lifestyle. I am
no longer ‘free falling.’ I am living a
stable life with a lot of promise.”

SUPPORTED APARTMENT LIVING

Jenn, who has dyslexia, was bullied for
wearing glasses, needing more time to
grasp concepts and being unable to tie
her shoes until middle school. “I hated
myself for being different. I wanted to
be ‘normal’ just like my sister.” Jenn
grew up with her parents and sister
in Sooke, BC. When she was 21, she
moved into a home share where she
lived for 10 years.
Jenn learned valuable skills and enjoyed
the arrangement, but it didn’t offer her
the kind of independence she wanted.
“I wanted to be the one to make my own
decisions,” Jenn says. “But I had people
do it for me which made me frustrated.”
Since joining SAL two years ago, Jenn is
thriving. She rents her own apartment
and works part time as a cleaner at Club

6
1

is a unique option for individuals

|

seeking independent living but

5

needing more support than SIL

1

Phoenix Langford. “I’m managing my

Supported Apartment Living (SAL)

participants. We provide budgeting

become so independent and so much

money better and I’m saving more.”

T

cooking assistance, and we help

has provided ‘“amazing” support.’ She

people set and achieve goals. Ten

has a place she’s proud of. She has a

SAL participants rent their own

job where people are really good to her.

apartments and three own their own

She’s surrounded by friends. She feels

condos. Although we provide daily

content and happy.”

E

staff support, there is no overnight

R

P

support, meal planning and

more responsible. The SAL program

R

apartment,” says Jenn’s aunt. “She has

O

“She never thought she’d have her own

staff. Located directly across from a

Community Support

L
A
U

provides long-term, in-home support

medical clinics, pharmacies and five

N

Our Parent Support Program (PSP)

access to grocery shopping, banking,
main bus routes.

to families headed by parents

N

PARENT SUPPORT PROGRAM

is in an ideal spot. It offers easy

Jenn walks along Island View Beach,

with developmental disabilities.

A

local mall, the apartment building

collecting shells and other treasures
the tide has brought in. She pauses to
take a selfie with her friend and fellow
SAL participant, Sheenagh.
Making meaningful friendships—
friendships where she can be herself

We provide training and handson support to families in Greater
Victoria. We focus on areas such as
child development, nutrition, and
home and street safety. We connect
families to community resources and
assist them to navigate government,
school and support systems.

8

CLV funding to participate in a wide
variety of activities such as a family
outing to a waterpark in Tsawwassen,
a harbour ferry ride, soccer and bike
camps, and day passes to the Saanich
Fair in September.

FAMILY SUPPORT
Family Support continues to be in
high demand from over 500 families

“You provide an

and individuals, and remains a vital

essential service

service in our community. We are
Summer can be a great time for family

thankful for a BC Community Gaming

outings to lakes, provincial camp

Grant that enables us to provide

for people with
different needs in

grounds or organized summer camps.

information, resources, advocacy and

But it can also be a challenging time

support in a variety of areas important

for parents faced with transportation

to families. We often attend planning

barriers, financial constraints or

meetings in schools, ministry offices

limited access to community resources.

and the community. We help with

Vivianna’s family knows this well.

planning, conflict resolution, workshop

difference for

Vivianna’s grandparents are very

organization, community development,

families.”

our community.
Your support
has made a real

parent support groups and inclusive

involved in her care. But her

education facilitation. Families can

grandmother’s failing health and an
extremely busy household meant

contact us directly at any time.

that the summer was shaping up to

This year, we were privileged to work

be long and frustrating, with limited

with a family in a difficult situation

ability to access fun activities. So

at their child’s school. The school’s

Vivianna’s father asked the PSP for

environment didn’t work for the child,

help getting a subsidy so he could

and the child didn’t want to be there.

ensure happy summertime memories

The parents often received phone

for his family.
This past spring, Vivianna’s family
and PSP started the arduous task of
researching summer programs and
activities and applying for a subsidy.
Only two centres were accepting Ministry
of Children and Family Developmentdirected childcare subsidies.
Fortunately, the money raised by
CLV’s Reach for the Sun fundraiser
has made it possible for PSP families
to participate in community
activities and build positive life
experiences. This summer, we helped
six families obtain childcare subsidies
for summer camp. And we helped
seven families, like Vivianna’s, access
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calls asking them to pick the child up

skills, try new activities and spend

from school because of challenging

time with friends. Our Nicola

behaviour. Inconsistencies in approach,

program provides 1:1 support for six

expectations and lack of resources also

individuals.

contributed to the problem.

program since she was 19 years old.

for parents and also for a school team.

Over the years, she has constructed a

We helped organize team meetings

schedule of daily activities for herself

with the family and professionals. We

that fulfills her needs and desires.

problem-solved, suggested additional

She enjoys a busy schedule that

outside resources and created a plan to

includes volunteering, recreation

help keep the child in school and feel

and physical activity.

successful.
We are so happy that our fresh

loves children and her volunteer reading
program fulfills this passion. With her

stay in school and allowed us to build

support worker, Alethea spends one

a constructive relationship with the

day a week listening to grade 1 students

school team. The school year ended on

from McKenzie Elementary School

a positive note, and everyone feels that

practise their reading skills.

COMMUNITY INCLUSION

6
5
1

|

1

foundation for success will be strong.

(CI) participants have attended
our CI programs for many years.

R

individuals to access the community,
enjoy opportunities to learn new

N

U

A

L

R

E

and the Satellite program, help 57

O

Community Access Program (CAP)

P

T

Our two largest programs, the

N

out into the community every day. She

perspective, conflict resolution efforts

Most of our Community Inclusion

A

Alethea’s number-one priority is to go

and brainstorming helped this child

when school begins in September, the

10

Alethea has attended the Nicola

These situations are often overwhelming

Another of Alethea’s passions is riding
the city bus. She loves to people
watch, and doesn’t need any particular
destination to be fulfilled. She has
travelled to Sooke, Gordon Head, Sidney,
and even Salt Spring Island over the
years, just by heading out to the nearest
bus stop first thing in the morning
and seeing where it takes her. It is very
important to Alethea to be in charge of
her own schedule. With the individual

regularly goes to the movies with
a group of friends. Lee recently
became involved in a men’s group
through his local church. He is a
part of the Self-Advocacy Group in
Victoria, and sits on the Board of
Directors for CLV.
Initially, Lee used his IF to learn life
skills such as budgeting, cooking,
and arranging social opportunities

“The same things

to maximize his independence
while he lived with family members.

that attracted me to

In 2015, Lee realized one of his

CLV keep me vested:

major dreams and moved into his
own apartment. He now lives on his

> generous,

support she has, she is able to be the

own in a large, beautifully furnished

captain of her own ship.

apartment in Oak Bay. Lee is very

courageous and

proud of his place and enjoys his

visionary

In the summer, Alethea looks forward

independence.

to continuing with her sailing. She has

leadership

been a member of the Disabled Sailing

Lee now uses his IF to live indepen

Association of BC for several years and

dently. He arranges time with his

enjoys going out independently several

two support workers several times a

times each summer in a small, modified

week, and together they cook, clean,

CLV demonstrates

sailboat with her volunteer sailor.

grocery shop, plan his schedule,

the value it places

> the myriad of ways

and work on safety and social skills.

With the support of her community

on its teams

Lee’s support workers also help

inclusion program, Althea has

facilitate social events and connect

established a schedule filled with

> the consciousness

him with volunteer opportunities.

activities and people she enjoys.

HOST AGENCY

Lee is in control of his supports,

of the capacities

and makes decisions about who

of the individuals

supports him and how they spend

Our Host Agency service works directly

it supports.”

their time together.

with individuals and families who
have chosen to receive Individualized
Funding (IF) from CLBC. IF enables
people to choose the supports and
services they need from a range of
possibilities within the community.
This means they can create services
that suit their lifestyles and preferences.
Host Agency supports 52 people.
Host Agency has supported Lee
since 2011, helping him build a
full and rewarding life. He works
at Thrifty Foods and volunteers
for various organizations. He goes
out for dinner, plays cards, and
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
For more than 30 years, Employment
Services has supported people in
securing and maintaining jobs. Our
employment counsellors work hard
to develop strong relationships
with employers and employees,
resulting in a diverse and inclusive
workforce. By focusing on abilities,
not disabilities, the people we serve
are supported to overcome barriers
to obtain meaningful, gainful
employment, ensuring their right to
full citizenship in their communities.
Bonnilynn is a vibrant, hard-working
woman with a zest for life. This
year, she was successful in winning
a custodial position with School
District #62. Bonnilynn tells us it’s
like she’s “been walking on air” and

6

career. Through tears of happiness,

1

she’s “beyond thrilled” with her new
Bonnilynn thanked our team for

1

side with her husband to maintain

T

dedicated mother to a child with a

and have put money aside for a trip to

R

developmental disability made her the

Disneyland in the fall!

O

at Thrifty Foods, working side-by-

perfect candidate for the position.

Beyond the obvious financial relief,

P

5

|

helping her fulfill her dreams. Ten
years of employment in the deli

Bonnilynn and her family have

the BCGEU offices, and being a

Bonnilynn tells us that she is finally

E

years. She and her husband have

living pay cheque to pay cheque,

demonstrated perseverance and true

and not being able to afford some of
the basic necessities of life, as well

to make ends meet. Each year, we

as the isolation of working multiple

support Bonnilynn in establishing her

jobs while supporting her child are

work goals and we learn about her

becoming distant memories. When

dreams. A number of times over the

Bonnilynn walks, she holds her
head a little higher and has a visible

N

last 15 plus years, she has shared her

A

N

A

grit by working two or three jobs each

U

L

struggled to stay afloat over the

R

“able to just breathe.” The stress of

dreams of buying a second car and

bounce in her step. Her vivacious

travelling with her family. Her new

personality radiates from within and

job at School District #62 has almost

her energy is positively infectious!

tripled her income. She and her
husband have purchased a second car

12

Youth Services
VICTORIA OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COMMUNITY YOUTH LEADERSHIP
VOCYL (Victoria Opportunities
for Community Youth Leadership)
is an inclusive youth leadership
program and our philosophy is that
everyone has the right to belong, no
matter their race, gender, size, age,

“It has been

religion, sexual orientation or ability.
Members share their knowledge

wonderful to watch

and experiences as youth both with

Claire ‘blossom’

and without disabilities in order to

with all the

advocate for change in their local
schools and communities.

activities of the

Claire says, “I’m just like every other

VOCYL program.“

person. I like hanging out with my
friends, watching Glee and going
on the computer.” Claire was born
with cerebral palsy and adopted from
Peru. In school, Claire says, “People
would sometimes look at me and
call me a ‘retard’ because I walked

Claire joined VOCYL over six years ago

differently. I felt lonely and different

and it has made a huge difference in

from others. People often assume I

her life. Everyone in VOCYL accepts

don’t understand things and will speak

others for who they are, no matter their

to me like a child. People misjudge my

differences. She can be herself and has

abilities and assume I am not capable.”

learned how to express herself better.
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With VOCYL, Claire has delivered
inclusion awareness presentations
to middle school students to get the
message out that everyone has the right
to belong. “The kids see that, yes, I
have a disability, but that I am more
than whatever label people give me. I
want them to see me as a person first.”

“My son attends
TCC. They pick

Teen Community Connections (TCC)
is an inclusive program for youth
between the ages of 13 and 18 with
developmental disabilities. Our
support helps teens make friends,
develop social and life skills and
access the community. In addition

Claire’s mom says, “Our daughter has

to TCC Victoria, we piloted a TCC in

learned new skills and formed lifelong

the WestShore from February to June

friendships with her peers. The world

2016, which was also very successful.

him up right from

can be a difficult and scary place for

school. He LOVES

her. Through VOCYL, she has learned

attending this

that cares about her. She in turn has

program.”

TEEN COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

that she has a voice and a community
learned to give back to the community
through the various community events
scheduled through VOCYL. Victoria
Opportunities for Community Youth
Leadership is all that and more.”

Ben is a teen from Royal Bay Secondary
School and a participant in the
WestShore TCC. Before joining this
group, his opportunities to socialize
with friends were limited. Once he
started in the after-school, communitybased program, Ben was excited. At
one point, he told us that he’d stayed
up the night before anticipating

6
1

few weeks of joining the group, Ben
became best friends with another teen.
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in the planned activities. Within a

|

coming to the group and participating

14

All teens evaluated the program.

collaboratively offered the Our World

When asked what the best thing he

multimedia project (February to May

liked about WestShore TCC, Ben

2016). The unique premise of the

exclaimed, “Meeting Michael!” His

project was to encourage youth in

mom says, “This program exceeded

Autism Services to work together in

my expectations. Our son loves it and

applying their computer technology

wants to do more.”

skills to create a Claymation video.
The video depicts a story based on

AUTISM SERVICES

a shared world. The youth who

Autism Services is designed for

participated were supported in a

children and youth ages 6 to

process that built trust and respect

18 years who live with autism

of diverse ways of approaching

spectrum disorder (ASD). We

situations and encouraged them to

help families manage and

connect as a team.

designate their funds, navigate

The group successfully completed

the system, plan for success, and

the Claymation video and developed

coordinate contractors to provide

“My son could not
wait for Byte Camp
and said the time
flew by while there.”

friendships. As one parent puts it,

direct services such as behaviour

“Working as a team really pushed my

intervention, social skills groups,

son out of his comfort zone, but the

day camps and family support. We

way it was approached by the leaders

draw from a variety of behaviour

showed success. My son was very

intervention models to create a

creative, and discovered that he has

customized plan for each child.

great skills in animation. He also got

With the generous support of

to work on social skills and make new

a grant from the Doug Flutie Jr.

friends. I love this Byte Camp.”

Foundation, we and Byte Camp Ltd.
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDATION PRESIDENT

YOUR FOUNDATION BOARD

Playhouse. This concert brought in a

Our 2015 Foundation board was

record $98,500 (beating our previous

supported by a diverse group of

high of $62,200), while our sponsor

16 volunteers, one of whom has a

revenue reached a record $55,000. We

personal connection because one

are grateful to our many sponsors of

of his granddaughters receives CLV

these concerts. Without their support,

support. We also welcomed two new

the concerts would not be possible.

members to our board last year: Cindy

To date, we have generated well over

Yee and Nicole Pelan. Cindy has

$400,000 from our concerts. Another

provided necessary updates and contact

first last year, as part of our concert

information to our sponsors. Nicole

fundraising events, was our Gift of

has spearheaded an initiative with the

Flight raffle, which offered participants

Real Estate Board, which has brought in

a chance to win WestJet tickets for two

$5,000 for CLV’s VOCL program.

anywhere the company flies. Like our

In addition, we made two new

concert, the raffle was a great success,

appointments: Mark Medgyesi became

and the proceeds helped us purchase
new furniture for and make repairs to

groups such as Rotary, Lions and

our homes and programs. We were also

Kiwanis to raise our profile in the

able to buy an accessible vehicle.

community, and Tom Humphreys

Our 2016

became our vice-president of the

concert will

Foundation board.

be our 10th

We also want to recognize and thank

annual

Shannon Kowalko and John Stevenson

concert in
support of
CLV. Our
featured

R
O

have consistently provided excellent

P

support on behalf of CLV. Shannon has

E

supported our efforts for over six years.

artist is

John is a pioneer with the Foundation

Alan Doyle,

board, becoming its first president and,

former

L

several years later, completing a second

front man

A

term. In total, John has supported CLV

for Great

for over 28 years. We will miss them

Big Sea,

both, but know they will continue to be

who will

Celebra

t i n g 10 y
ears

Friday Nove
mber 18th
, 8pm

at the mcp

hersoN pl
ayhouse

Tickets ava
ilable at McP
herson box
Call 250.386
office and
.6121 or 1.88
usual out
8.717.6121.
lets.
Visit us onli
All proceeds
ne at rmts.bc
support peop
.ca
le with

N

developm
ental disa
bilities in
our commun
ity.

supporters. Thanks to everyone on the

be here with his

N

rMts.bc.ca

Foundation board for their efforts on

new band The Beautiful Gypsies.

A

R

who left the board in June 2016. They

U

T

1

|

our ambassador, speaking to service

5

1

6

Hope. Help. Home.

behalf of CLV.

The concert takes place on November
18 at the McPherson Playhouse. There

CONCERT FUNDRAISING EVENTS

16

are very few tickets remaining, so if you

Last year was our first sold-out concert

plan to attend, you should act quickly.

featuring two-time Juno award winner,

Go to theconcertforhopehelphome.com

Chantal Kreviazuk, at the McPherson

for tickets.

VIPOND GOLF CLASSIC
The Vipond Golf Classic at the Royal
Colwood Golf Course marked its fourth
year in 2016. This key fundraiser has
raised more than $230,000 to date. The
2015 Vipond raised a record $60,800,
and although the numbers aren’t
final for 2016, it looks like we will top
$50,000.

rs

lub Sponso

dC
2016 Vipon

SPRING/SUMMER AND FALL/WINTER
CAMPAIGNS
One hundred percent of donations

Many thanks

to these

received in our annual Reach for the

members
generous RCGC

Sun and Reach for the Stars direct
mail campaigns go to the people CLV

ONSOR
SILVER SP

supports. Thanks to everyone who
Bob Brand

has made these important fundraising

ONSORS
BRONZE SP

campaigns possible. We raised almost

Rob Lervold

$10,000 this past year.

Jack Jenner
Mike Adamek
Jay Tuson

SORS
HOLE SPON

l & Damon

Kent Campbel

Rod Jiang

JUNE BARBEQUE

Pallan

On June 9, for the second consecutive

Chris Hollebek

Barr

ers

Aaron Butt

e Trace

year, we hosted a barbeque with 150

y Chalmers

people we support, as well as some of

Russ and Stev

SPONSORS
Dan Wendorf

our sponsors, staff, board members and

Joe Frenette

guests. It was another great day with
lots of sunshine, fabulous food and,
once again, many smiles.
I look forward to working with

A special shout-out to Bruce Brown
whose energetic work on this event is

stakeholders, volunteers, sponsors and

appreciated by all.

donors in the coming year to enhance
the lives of the people we support.

This event has allowed CLV to establish
a WestShore office, provide an accessible
deck for one of our group homes in
Langford, and purchase vehicles so
people can access the community. We’ve
also been able to provide many Greater
Victoria individuals we support with
clothing, food and other necessities.
The proceeds from the 2016 Vipond
tournament will be used to expand
CLV’s Teen Community Connections to
the WestShore. In addition, we will be
buying furniture for the Brock home and

Robert Taggart, president

one of our homes on Orillia Street.

Community Living Victoria Foundation
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